Dupotet, that the sun, moon, and fixed stars, mutually affect each other in their orbits; that they cause and direct on our earth a flux and reflux, not only in the sea, but in the atmosphere; and affect in a similar manner all organised bodies, through the medium of a subtile and mobile fluid, which he conceived pervaded the universe, and associated all things together in mutual intercourse and harmony. How analogous is the simple majesty of this doctrine, with that of animal magnetism. How independent of the debasing spirit of demonstration.
" About this time the mineral magnet was held in much repute as a therapeutical agent, and Father Hell, a Jesuit, and professor of astronomy at Vienna, invented steel-plates of a peculiar form, which he applied with much success iri the treatment of various diseases. The medicinal efficacy of these mineral-plates he imagined depended on their form ; but Mesmer soon discovered that although their application apparently produced certain manifest effects, yet that he could, without using them at all, by passing his hands from the head downwards towards the feet of the patient, even at a certain distance from the body, induce the same effects." 7.
The powers of the mineral magnet over the ills to which flesh is heir, are so familiar to the medical world, that there could not be culled a more apt illustration of the equally marvellous and equally certain powers of magnetism of the animal sort.
It is pleasant to contrast the good and the bad, and it is useful to signalize the merits of the former. While the prejudiced Acaddmie This," says M. Dupotet, " was a perplexing proposition ; the Academy knew not which side to take. It was composed of many members who were convinced of the truth of animal magnetism, and many who were undecided, and desirous of receiving further information! The older members were unwilling that the magnetisers should derive any importance from their decision ; they were eyen apprehensive that the bare nomination of a committee of inquiry would lead to an impression that they were favourably disposed towards the doctrine; and several were naturally enough disinclined to disturb, much less to rescind, the de-Medico-chikurgical IIkvikw.
[July I cision against it contained in the old report. But The clair-voyance, the transposition of the senses, the prevision, are? " Fudge." Those who can believe any or every thing, will probably believe them. The patrons of quackery, and they are many?the proselytes of homoeopathy, and they were a few?the lovers of the marvellous in all its forms, from the man in the bottle to the magnetic somnambule?the thirsty hunters for novelty?all these will credit the possibility and the fact, of God permitting his demonstrable and eternal laws to be reversed, on the most ridiculous occasions, for the most ridiculous of purposes, by the most ridiculous of means. They will believe that any impudent strumpet may get a permit from Heaven to exhibit at half-a-crown a head, vision with her fingers or her toes, and may be allowed to read the mystic scroll of the future, which God has wisely hid from the penetrating gaze of science, and the humble wish of virtue.
It would indeed appear that?
The pleasure is as great Of being cheated as to cheat. 
